The classical calculation of inviscid drag, based on far- 
However, the lifting line assumption is morerestrictive than necessary for this derivation. This expression for drag may be written in terms of the perturbation velocities, u, v, and w:
where the notation a, f denotes that the integral over the forward face is subtracted from the value over the aft face. leaving only the following terms:
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As the control volume size is increased, the high order terms associated with the top, bottom, front, and sides of the box become small and one is left with:
In the case of potential flow, the integral may be writ- and noting that outside the wake, V24 = 0, the drag equation becomes:
Separating the divergence into terms in the cross flow and the x-derivatives leaves:
Gauss' theorem allows us to express the area integral in terms of a contour integral surrounding the wake discontinuities.
In general:
SO,
since the component of V¢ in the normal direction is just°-
2-¢the closed contour integral around the wake becomes
On ' a line integral on the wake:
The jump in potential at a given point in the wake is just the integral of V • ds from a point above the wake to a point below. Since the normal velocity is continuous across the wake, the integral is equal to the circulation on the wing at the point where this part of the wake left the trailing edge. Also, the normal derivative of ¢ is just the normal velocity. So, we recover equation 2 with the correction due to the deformed wake:
When the wake is assumed to trail from the wing trailing edge in the direction of the freestream, no u perturbations due to the wake are produced and so, far down- The derivationof the expressions for induceddrag givenhereshows that dragis relatedonly to the circulation distributionandthe shapeof the projected wake downstream. Thus,it is not the shape of thelifting line that is important, but ratherthe shape of thewake.Usingthedrag-free, streamwise wake andignoring theeffects of self-induced deformation, it is the shape of the wing trailingedge thatdetermines thewake shape downstream. Thissuggests that wingswith aft-swept tips andstraight trailingedges shouldhaveno advantage fromnonplanar wake effects, whilewings withunswept leading edges would achieve a smallsavings. The 2%dragreduction at a lift coefficient of about0.5predicted by Burkettfor a "crescentwing"withextreme tip sweep wouldbeexpected tobe lessthan1/3thislargewhenthetrailingedge (ratherthan quarter-chord) curvature is used. A wingwithan unswept leading edge, with the chord distribution or twist needed for optimal loading, should achieve a slightly greater sav- 
Nonlinear lift
The relationship between vorticity in the wake and lift on the wing section is also more complex than indicated by the linear assumption of the simple classical theory. 
